Implementation and Evaluation of Dynamic Path Identifier (D-PID) to prevent Distributed Denial-Of-Service attack
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Abstract – PIDs are used as inter-domain routing methods to prevent Distributed Denial-Of-Service attacks. But the PID mechanism used are static, which makes it easy for the attackers to launch the DDOS attack. To overcome this problem, the concept of D-PID was introduced. The main idea behind the DPID is that the PID of an inter-domain path connecting the two domains is kept hidden and it changes dynamically. This paper focuses on the implementation and the evaluation of Dynamic Path Identifiers and its feasibility, effectiveness and cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In D-PID, two adjacent domains periodically update the PIDs between them and install the new PIDs into the data plane for packet forwarding. Even if the attacker obtains the PIDs to its target and sends the malicious packets successfully, these PIDs will become invalid after a certain period and the subsequent attacking packets will be discarded by the network. Moreover, if the attacker tries to obtain the new PIDs and keep a DDOS flooding attack going, it not only significantly increases the attacking cost, but also makes it easy to detect the attacker. In particular, our main contributions are twofold.

- On one hand, we propose the D-PID design by addressing the following challenges. First, how and how often should PIDs change while respecting local policies of autonomous systems (ASes)?
- Second, since inter-domain packet forwarding is based on PIDs that change dynamically, it is necessary to maintain legitimate communications while preventing illegal communications when the PIDs To address this challenge, D-PID lets every domain distribute its PIDs to the routers in the domain
- Third, the overheads incurred by changing PIDs should be kept as small as possible. This includes not only the overhead in negotiating PIDs by neighbouring domains, but also the overhead for a domain to distribute the updated PIDs to routers in the domain, and that for transmitting content request messages resent by content consumers. To address this challenge, the PID prefix assigned to an inter-domain path is unique among the PID prefixes assigned by the two domains connected by the inter-domain path

II. IMPLEMENTATION

We have designed a simple project to illustrate and implement the concept of D-PID by designing six pages. The pages and their functionality are as follows –

2.1 General Login Page

2.1.1 Description:

The general login page for admin and user.

2.1.2 Functional requirements:

- Admin can login to this application with valid username, valid password and login type as admin. When click on login button; admin home page should be displayed with links to view user details, view user registration and upload details.
- User can login to this application with valid username and valid password. When click on login button; user home page should be displayed with links to view upload file page, download uploaded details, change password, login access time, user can also view who has attacked his file in view alert page and sign out page.
2.2 Registration

2.2.1 Description:

When User clicks on Signup link in home page; general registration page to register new user should be displayed.

2.2.2 Functional requirements:

- When User clicks on Signup link; registration page with Name, Password, Confirm Password, Email, Mobile No, Address, Time, Security questions, Answer, register button should be displayed.
- When User clicks on register button with valid information, the registration successful message should be displayed for completing the registration.

2.3 User login

2.3.1 Description:

User login to this application appears with User Page after login is successful.

2.3.2 Functional requirements:

- When User login with the valid username, password;
- Welcome page shows the service lists of the service user.

2.4 Admin can View Users Registered and Users Upload details

2.4.1 Description:

The registered Users and their uploaded data details should be present in view User details and view Upload details links respectively.

2.4.2 Functional requirements:

- Admin logs in with his credentials; his home page should be displayed.
- When admin clicks on view User details link; all registered User details should be displayed.
- When admin clicks on view Upload details link; all users uploaded data details should be displayed.

2.5 User can upload the Data.

2.5.1 Description:

To upload the data User needs to login into his account by giving valid username and password.

2.5.2 Functional requirements:

- User in his home page clicks on to the Upload link.
- Then user can upload his data to the cloud in his access time.

2.6 User can download the Uploaded data.

2.6.1 Description:

User can be able to download his data by answering security question given at the time of registration.

2.6.2 Functional requirements:

- User in his home page clicks on My-files link.
- Then User can be able to download his uploaded data by answering the security question given at the time of registration.
2.7 User can change password

2.7.1 Description:
User can change the password whenever his data is misused by the attacker.

2.7.2 Functional requirements:
- User in his home page clicks on to change password link; the page to change password appears.
- Enters the old password, new, password and confirm password; clicks on change password button.

III. System Architecture
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture for prevention of distributed Dos

3.1 Subscriber
Subscriber involves the users which they want to access to the cloud. Here user first needs to for the cloud by using the internet by giving his registration details. In fog computing first user should signup into the cloud by providing different registration details.

3.2 Network

In cloud computing network plays important role between the users and internet service provider. Whenever user wants to subscribe to the cloud he needs to access 1 through the network. Through network user can be able to get different services provided by the provider.

IV. MODULES

The modules implemented are the following -
4.1 Cloud Computing
4.2 User Behaviour Profiling
4.3 Decoy Documents

4.1 Cloud computing

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (for example, networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service-provider interaction.

4.2 User Behaviour Profiling

This chapter monitors data access in the cloud and detects abnormal data access patterns. User profiling is a well-known technique that can be applied here to model how, when, and how much a user accesses their information in the Cloud. Such 'normal user' behaviour can be continuously checked to determine whether abnormal access to a user's information is occurring. This method of behaviour-based security is commonly used in fraud detection applications.

4.3 Decoy documents

This paper presents a different approach for securing data in the cloud using offensive decoy technology which monitors data access in the cloud and detects abnormal data access patterns. Here disinformation attack is launched by returning large amounts of decoy information to the attacker. This protects against the misuse of the user's real data. This technology to launch disinformation attacks against malicious insiders, preventing them from distinguishing the real sensitive customer data from fake worthless data the decoys, then, serve two purposes:
- Validating whether data access is authorized when abnormal information access is detected, and
- Confusing the attacker with bogus information.
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